NOTICE
Entrance Test 2078
Policy: Admission to any class from LKG to Grade VIII in Gyan Da International School is subject to
qualifying the Entrance Test. Admission to grades Play Group and Nursery does not require
students to appear for Entrance Test. The Entrance Test is not to reject or select children. It is
aimed at distributing the limited seats to the most deserving (academically) students.
Objective: The main objective of the Entrance Test is to find out if a particular child is academically
prepared enough for the grade applied for.
Procedure: A student is to take a pen-paper test on basic Nepali, English, mathematics, science, and
social science and GK.After successfully scoring the cut-off marks, the child nowappears for a
Personal Interview in English along with parents. The first list of the successful students will be
published on the 22ndof Baishakh-2078 (5th of May 2021). Another list of students will be published
on the 2ndof Jestha-2078 (16th of May 2021) if there is any last moment withdrawal. Registration
form for the Entrance test is available at the school Front Office.
Registration for the Entrance Test is to be done before the test. Spot registration can also be done
on the day of the test but it has to be at least one hour prior to the commencement of the test. In
order to avoid the last moment rush, it is advisable that parents collect the registration form, duly
fill it up, and submit it at school office in time.
Syllabus and Format: The test is designed on the basis of the syllabus of the grade the student is
studying in presently. Questions will be based on the concepts of the core areas of the subjects.
Writing skills, logical thinking, critical thinking, computationalskills will be evaluated through the
test. The full mark of the test will be 100. Each subject mentioned above will cover 20 marks
each.There will be 5-mark MCQs (Multiple Choice Questions) in English, mathematics, science,
and social science (grade III-VIII).Time for the said test will be 3 hours. Children may be asked to
draw pictures, diagrams etc. in some questions. There will be questions requiring students to write
very short, short, mid-length, and long answers.

1

Specification Grid
Nepali

Writing Nepali Alphabet, identifying objects and matching
with words, Writing numbers in Devanagari

English

Writing English Alphabet, identifying objects and matching
with words, filling blanks with letters etc.

Mathematics

Writing numbers in English and Devanagari, matching
numbers with objects, filling gaps etc.

Science

Matching objects with words, filling gaps etc.

Social Science + GK

Matching words with objects, filling gaps, drawing pictures
etc.

LKG

Specification Grid

UKG

Nepali

Writing words in Nepali, identifying objects and matching
with words, Writing numbers in Devanagari

English

Writing words in English, identifying objects and matching
with words, filling blanks with letters etc.

Mathematics

Writing numbers (in words and numerals) in English and
Devanagari, matching numbers with objects, filling gaps etc.

Science

Matching objects with words, writing names of parts of
animals and plants, filling gaps etc.

Social Science + GK

Naming objects, filling gaps, drawing pictures etc.

2

Specification Grid
Nepali

Writing single sentence answers in, jumbled words, Writing
numbers in Devanagari, filling gaps with words etc.

English

Writing single sentence answers in, identifying objects and
matching with words, filling blanks with words, jumbled
words etc.

Mathematics

Writing numbers (both in words and numerals) in English and
Devanagari, matching numbers with objects, simple addition
and subtraction of two digits, multiplication tables up to 9
etc.

Science

Answering in short simple sentences, naming objects, filling
gaps with words, drawing etc.

Social Science + GK

Answering questions in short simple sentences, identifying
objects and naming them, matching objects with words,
general knowledge about Janakpur and Nepal, drawing etc.

ONE

Specification Grid
Nepali

Short and medium length answers, filling gaps, matching
words etc.

English

Writing short and medium length answers, filling gaps,
matching words with objects, jumbled words etc.

Mathematics

Simple calculations using the basic operations such as
addition, subtraction, and multiplication, simple word
problems, multiplication tables up to 12 etc.

Science

Answering in short, simple sentences, filling gaps, matching
objects with words, drawing etc.

Social Science + GK

Short, medium length answers, matching words with objects,
filling gaps, drawing, GK about Janakpur and Nepal etc.

TWO

3

Specification Grid
Nepali

Short and medium length answers, filling gaps, matching
words, jumbled words, etc.

English

Writing short and medium length answers, paragraph writing
in 50-60 words, filling gaps, matching words with objects,
jumbled words etc.

Mathematics

Simple calculations using the basic operations such as
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, simple
word problems, drawing and identifying simple geometrical
figures, multiplication tables up to 15 etc.

Science

Writing short, mid-length answers, filling gaps, matching
objects with words, drawing and labelling etc.

Social Science + GK

Answering questions in short simple sentences, matching
words with objects, filling gaps, drawing GK about Dhanusha
and Nepal etc.

THREE

Specification Grid
Nepali

Short and medium length answers, short paragraph writing,
filling gaps, matching words etc.

English

Writing short and medium length answers, short essay
writing in 100 words, filling gaps, matching words with
objects, jumbled words etc.

Mathematics

Simple calculations using the basic operations such as
addition, subtraction, and multiplication, fraction, decimal,
simple word problems etc.

Science

Writing s, mid-length answers, filling gaps, matching objects
with words, drawing and labelling, short explanation etc.

Social Science + GK

Writing short, mid-length answers, matching words with
objects, filling gaps, drawing, GK about Nepal and Asia etc.

FOUR

4

Specification Grid
Nepali

Writing short, medium-length answers, paragraph writing in
50-60 words, editing, jumbled sentences etc.

English

Writing short and medium length answers, essay writing in
125-150 words, spotting errors, editing, filling gaps, matching
words with objects, jumbled sentences etc.

Mathematics

Calculations using the basic operations such as addition,
subtraction, division and multiplication, fraction, decimal,
percentage, area, perimeter, mixed word problems, drawing
of angles and geometrical shapes etc.

Science

Writing short, mid-length answers, scientific explanations,
filling gaps, drawing and labelling etc.

Social Science + GK

Writing short, mid-length answers, matching words with
objects, filling gaps, drawing, drawing, map pointing, GK
about Nepal and Asia etc.

FIVE

Specification Grid

SIX

Nepali

Writing short, medium-length, long answers, paragraph
writing in 60-75 words, proof reading, editing, jumbled
sentences etc.

English

Writing short and medium length, long answers, essay
writing in 125-150 words, spotting errors, editing, filling gaps,
rearrangement of sentences etc.

Mathematics

Calculations using the basic operations such as addition,
subtraction, division and multiplication, fraction, decimal,
percentage, area, perimeter, set, mixed word problems,
drawing of angles and geometrical shapes, basic algebra etc.

Science

Writing short, mid-length, long answers, scientific
explanations, filling gaps, drawing and labelling etc.

Social Science + GK

Writing short, mid-length, long answers, filling gaps, drawing,
drawing, map pointing, GK about Nepal and the world etc.

5

Specification Grid

SEVEN

Nepali

Writing short, medium-length, long answers, paragraph
writing in 60-75 words, proof reading, editing, jumbled
sentences etc.

English

Writing short and medium length, long answers, essay
writing in 150-200 words, spotting errors, editing, filling gaps,
rearrangement of sentences etc.

Mathematics

Basic arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and mensuration (of
grade seven level), explanations, finding errors in
calculations, reasoning etc.

Science

Writing short, mid-length, long answers, scientific
explanations, filling gaps, drawing and labelling etc.

Social Science + GK

Writing short, mid-length, long answers, filling gaps, drawing,
drawing, map pointing, GK about Nepal and the world etc.
Specification Grid

Nepali

Writing short, medium-length, long answers, paragraph
writing in 100-125 words, proof reading, editing etc.

English

Writing short, medium length, long answers, essay writing in
200-250 words, spotting errors, editing, filling gaps,
rearrangement of sentences etc.

Mathematics

Basic
arithmetic,
algebra,
geometry,
and
mensuration,explanations, finding errors in calculations,
reasoning etc.

Science

Writing short, mid-length, long answers, scientific
explanations, filling gaps, drawing and labelling etc.

Social Science + GK

Writing short, mid-length, long answers, filling gaps, drawing,
drawing, map pointing, GK about Nepal and the world etc.

EIGHT

6

Stationery: Parents are requested to send the necessary stationery items such as pencils, pens
(blue), eraser, sharpener, ruler, color pencils, mathematical instrument box etc. with their
wards on the day of the Entrance Test. Students will be provided with answer book at school.
Date:18thof Baishakh 2078 (1st May 2021)
Time: 9:00 AM – 12:00 Noon

Principal

7

